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Joruriji Temple Kutaiji Gansenji Temple Ajisai-dera

This is the only temple with a Jodo-style garden around the 
Takaraike that remains unchanged from the Heian period.
In 1047, Priest gimei shounin built this temple with the Yakushi Nyorai as the main 
statue of worship. With nine Amida Nyorai statues housed in the main hall, the 
temple is commonly called Kutaiji (Temple of nine bodies). The temple is filled with 
dense vegetation with a Jodo-style garden, a main hall from the end of the Heian 
period, and a three-story pagoda, which shows us what the temples of the Heian 
period might have looked like.

The precincts of this temple are filled with blooming flowers of the different 
seasons. No. 15 of the 25 Flower Temples of Kansai
Opened by Emperor Shomu in 729, the temple houses superior items from different periods, 
including the Main Image Amida Nyorai Zazou and Fugen Bosatsu Kizouzou from the Heian 
period, the thirteen-story pagoda and five-ring tower from the Kamakura period, and the 
three-story pagoda from the Muromachi period. The fresh green of early summer and colorful 
autumn leaves blend beautifully with the three-story pagoda, and the temple is also called the 
Ajisaidera (Hydrangea Temple) for the hydrangea planted throughout the precinct.

Main Hall (National Treasure)/Garden (Special Place of Scenic Beauty 
and Historic Site)
With the pond in the center, the Yakusibutsu is positioned to the east and the 
Amidabutsu is positioned to the west to depict the Land of Perfect Bliss, and the wide 
main hall houses nine Amida Nyorai statues.

Special public viewing of the Kissho Ten-nyozou
Winter: Jan. 1 thru Jan. 15, Spring: March 21 thru May 20, 
Autumn: Oct. 1 thru Nov. 30

～ ～ ～

Sanjyu no Tou (National Treasure)
In 1178, the three-story pagoda at Ichijyo Omiya in Kyoto was taken down and 
moved. Inside the tower was the original Yakushi Nyorai, which was the main statue 
of worship from the time the pagoda was built, and on the walls were paintings of 
the Jyurokurakan and Hiten.

Bus: From JR and Kintetsu Nara Station, take the bus for Joruriji and get off at 
Joruriji. Time: 25 minutes
From JR Kamo Station, take the bus for Kamoyama no Ie and get off at 
Joruriji-mae. Time: 20 minutes

Taxi: 20 minutes from JR Nara Station, 10 minutes from JR Kamo Station

Joruriji 0774-76-2390

Kutai Amidabutsu (National Treasure)
Housing nine Amida Nyorai statues in one hall comes from the Buddhist philosophy 
of the nine stages people must pass to reach enlightenment, and people can pray 
to a Buddha that corresponds to their present stage. Created in the twelfth to 
thirteenth centuries (Heian period).

～

Kissho Ten-nyozou (Important Cultural Property)
This is a full-figured Buddhist statue modeled after a goddess from India. Created 
during the Kamakura Period, the goddess of fortune is famous for her beauty.

Main Image Amida Nyorai Zazou (Important Cultural Property)
Created in 946, the statue is 3 m tall, made from a single keyaki (Japanese zalkova) tree, and 
one of the major Buddhist statues of the tenth century. Housed in the center of the main hall, it 
is surrounded by Shitenou statues on both sides.

Sanjyu no Tou (Three-story pagoda) (Important Cultural Property)
Built in 1442. Repainted a bright red during major renovations in 2003. Surrounded by 
green mountains and hydrangeas during the rainy season, the pagoda creates a 
memorable contrast.

Sumioni (Important Cultural Property)
Don’t miss the humorous expression of the statue of Amanojyaku on the corners of the roof of the 
three-story pagoda! They support the rafters on the four corners of the pagoda.

Fugen Bosatsu Kizouzou (Important Cultural Property)
This graceful statue has feminine features and joins his palms in prayer 
while riding a white elephant. This is a colored statue created during 
the Heian period and had been housed in the small shrine within the 
three-story pagoda.

Event
活动

Sanjyu no Tou Syosou Tokubetsu Kaihi (Special 
opening of first level of the three-story pagoda)
Early October thru late November

～

Event
活动Access 交通路线

Phone 电话
Bus: From JR and Kintetsu Nara Station, take the bus For Joruriji and get off at Joruriji. Time: 25 

minutes. Change buses to To JR Kamo Station and get off at Gansenji. Time: 7 minutes
From JR Kamo Station, get on the bus for Kamoyama no ie and get off at Gansenji. Time: 16 minutes

Taxi: 20 minutes from JR Nara Station, 10 minutes from JR Kamo Station

Gansenji 0774-76-3390

Access 交通路线

Phone 电话



Kaijyusenji Temple

Climb up a long mountain path to see the beautiful view below.
This temple was built under the orders of Emperor Shomu in 735. The temple once 
burned down in 1137, and in 1208, Jyoukei moved to the temple and reconstructed it. 
Located on the mountainside of Sanjyousan, a climb up the steep hill offers a view of 
the beautiful Kamo valley. Next to the main hall is the largest Yamamomo tree in Kyoto 
Prefecture with branches that extend out into the yard of the Honbou, catching the eyes 
of visitors.

Monjyudou (Important Cultural Property)
The Monjyudou in front of the main hall is a valuable structure built in the style of the 
Kamakura period, and it is thought that the building was once the Kyouzou (scripture library).

Shaka Nyorai Zazou (National Treasure)
The copper statue is 240 cm tall and weighs a little 
over two tons. One of only a small number of statues 
from the late Asuka period, it is designated a 
National Treasure.Main Hall

Every year on April 18, this festival is held at Kanimanji based on a historical omen, and crab merchants from around the 
country visit the temple. After the chief priest recites the sutra, Japanese fresh water crabs are released in the Chozubachi 
(hand washing basin) within the temple precincts, and they pray for prosperous business and a big catch.

Main Image Jyuuichimen Kannon 
Bosatsu Ryuzou
(Important Cultural Property)
This statue is 167 cm tall, made from a 
single tree, and brightly colored. Created 
during the Heian period, it depicts the 
Kannon appearing from a tree.

Daikon-daki (Boiling of Japanese radish)
This is a regular event during the end of the year where people 
pray for one year of good health. Visitors receive a prayer from 
the chief priest at the main hall, and then enjoy boiled daikon 
radish with miso.

Jyuuichimen Kannon Bosatsu Ryuzou (Important 
Cultural Property)
This statue is 45.5 cm tall.The Jyuuichimen Kannon has distinct 
almond shaped eyes. Created from a single tree, this statue is not 
colored and is made with detailed carvings. Only open to the 
public during the autumn special exhibit. The statue was 
created during the Heian period.

Gojyu no Tou (National Treasure)
Next to the main hall is the towering Gojyu no Tou (five-story pagoda), which is 17.7 m 
high and a masterpiece of the Kamakura period. Designated as a national treasure, it 
appears to have six layers, but the bottom layer is a decorative roof called a mokoshi.

On foot: 4 km from JR Kamo Station, 1 hour
Bus (Weekday): From JR Kamo Station, take the bus 

t o  O k u h a t a  a n d  g e t  o f f  a t  
Kaijyusenji-guchi. Time: 10 minutes. 
Walk another 25 minutes.

Taxi: 10 minutes from JR Kamo Station

Access 交通路线
Kaijyusenji

0774-76-2256

Phone 电话

On foot: 20 minutes from JR Tanakura Station
Taxi: 10 minutes from Kintetsu Shin Housono 

Station. 
10 minutes from JR Housono Station
15 minutes from JR Kizu Station

Access 交通路线
Kanimanji

0774-86-2577

Phone 电话

On foot: 40 minutes from JR Tanakura Station
Taxi: 20 minutes from Kintetsu Shin Housono 

Station
10 minutes from JR Tanakura Station

Access 交通路线

Jindoji 0774-86-2161
Phone 电话

Kanimanji Temple

Famous for the story “Kani no Ongaeshi (The Grateful Crab)” from the Konjyaku Monogatarishu 
(Anthology of Tales from the Past).
Based on excavation surveys of the surrounding area, it is estimated to have been built at the end of the seventh century. The 
temple is famous as the setting for the folk story, “Kani no Ongaeshi (The Grateful Crab),” a story about a young girl who barely 
escapes being made a bride to a dragon and was saved by a crab that she had earlier rescued. The precincts of the temple are 
filled with motifs of crabs in different forms. They also sell lucky charms shaped like crabs made of Kiyomizuyaki pottery.

Jindoji Temple

In the spring, sakura blossoms and mitsuba tsutsuji (azaleas) can both be found in full 
bloom around the precincts of the temple.
This temple was built by Shoutoku Taishi. It was sacred land for monks with 26 temples in the surrounding deep 
mountains. The entire area burned down, and the current main hall was reconstructed in 1406. It is well-known 
as an ancient temple housing many cultural assets.

F u d o u  M y o u o u  
Ryuzou (Important 
Cultural Property)

A i z e n  M y o u o u  
Zazou (Impor tant  
Cultural Property)

Amida Nyorai Zazou 
(Important Cultural 
Property)

The statue is 137 cm tall and depicts the Amida Nyorai greeting people who 
have died from the land of Perfect Bliss.

The statue is 64.5 cm tall. Standing with a bow and arrow aimed at the 
heavens, this statue is called the Tenkyu Aizen.

The statue is 162 cm tall. There is something humorous about the statue’s angry face. 
The Bishamonten mantra is written on the back of the mandorla.

Main Ha l l  Zaoudou (Impor tant  Cu l tu ra l  
Property)
The temple was rebuilt during the Muromachi period. Since 
the Zaou Gongen is the principal object of worship, it is also 
called the Zaoudou. This hall has six Mokuzoubutsu (wooden 
Buddha statues) from the middle of the Heian period and is 
well known as a treasure house for Buddhist art.

Event
活动

Event
活动

Event
活动

Daikon-daki 
(Boiling of Japanese radish)
Every year on December 18

Gojyu no Tou Shosou Kaihi 
(Opening of first level of the 
five-story pagoda)
End of October through the beginning 
of November

～

Kanikuyou Houjyoue
(Crab memorial festival) 
Every year on April 18



Tono Sekibutsu no Sato

Gansenji Temple

Recommended hiking course for Sekibutsu no Sato

Joruriji Temple
On foot

January

July

February August

October

Tono Sekibutsu MAP

Walk down Sekibutsu Street and enjoy your encounters with 
Nobotoke (Buddha statues in the fields)!
At Tono where temples were a constant presence, there are many Magaibutsu 
(Buddhist image carved on natural rock formations) and Sekibutsu (Stone Buddha) 
remaining, and just walking the 2 km between Joruriji and Gansenji you will 
encounter many of them. Starting from Joruriji, you can see the long, narrow Atago 
Tourou, the Warai Botoke with the smiling face, and the Fudo Myouou Magaibutsu 
carved into the rock. We recommend walking downhill starting at Gansenji! On 
your way down, there are road stands selling fresh seasonal vegetables and you 
can enjoy the varied seasonal views of the mountains and villages.

Bus and walking course

Hiking course

Bus stop

Approx. 2.6 km, 
approx. 50 minutes

Gradual downward slope

One of the 100 Beautiful Historical Sites of Japan

Tono Area
 

One of the 500 Beautiful Roads in Japan

Road to visiting the Tono no Sekibutsu

●❶Gansenji Temple

●❶Gansenji Temple

●❸ Ichigan Fudo ●❹Warai Botoke (Smiling Buddha)

Warai Botoke (Smiling Buddha)

●❺Karasu no Tsubo (Crow’s Pot)●❻Atago Tourou (lanterns)●❼Yabu no Nakasanzon●❽Joruriji Temple

●❷Miroku no Tsuji 
(Miroku Street)

●❸

Ichigan Fudo

●❹

Warai Botoke
(Smiling Buddha)●❺

Karasu no Tsubo
(Crow’s Pot)

●❻

Atago Tourou
(lanterns)

●❼
Yabu no 
Nakasanzon

●❽Joruriji Temple

●❷Miroku no Tsuji
(Miroku Street)

Start
开始

Vegetable stallFamous
特产

Kunikyuseki

Major Events of Kizugawa City

(Yamashiro Kokubunji Ruins) (National Historical Site)

Approximately 1300 years ago, the capital city was built in Kizugawa City, 
and it became the main stage for history.
In 740, Emperor Shomu designated this as the new capital after Heijo-kyo and relocated the capital. Lasting only a little over five 
years, this capital’s life was short, but many important policies were implemented so this was an extremely important period in 
Japanese history. Today, all that remains is the base of the Daikokudenkidan and the foundation stones of the seven-story pagoda.
The land for the Kuninomiya (Kunikyu capital) that was described in the Manyoushu (The Collection of Myriad Leaves, a famous 
collection of Japanese poetry) has been passed down over the generations maintaining its identity as a peaceful farming 
village, and visitors can enjoy the blooming soba flowers in late summer and cosmos (Mexican aster) in autumn.

Kunikyu Daikokuden Ato
The Daikokuden was the most important building where the emperor and others would 
hold various rituals and conduct the affairs of state. An earth mound 1 m high and 
approximately 60 m x 30 m remains, which was the base for the Daikokuden.

Mochibana (Impor tant tangible folk 
cultural property by Kyoto Prefecture)

Kizu Mikoshi Matsuri (Portable shrine 
fest ival, designated as a tangib le 
cultural property by Kizugawa City)

Okage Odori (Important tangible folk 
cultural property by Kyoto Prefecture)

Igomori Matsuri(Important tangible folk 
cultural property)

Mushi Okuri
(Insect send off)

Shourai Odori (Registered cultural 
property of Kyoto Prefecture)

Hiwatari
Onda

Wasenji
Saganaka Jinja

Yamashiro Kokubunji Ruins
In 745, Kunikyo moved the capital to Naniwa and the following year 746, the central area of the castle site 
was reborn as Yamashiro Kokubunji. Kokubunji has a large temple that is approximately 275 m × 330 m 
and had been reused as the main (gold) hall, and a new seven-story pagoda was constructed. The 15 
enormous foundation stones on the earth mound can still be seen in the ruins of the seven-story pagoda.

Mochi Bana Matsuri
Igomori Matsuri

Saganaka Jinja
Wakidenomiya

Ae (Sumo Dedication)
Goma Taki

Wakidenomiya
Jindoji

Daikon-daki
Jyoya no Kane

Kaijyusenji

Iwafune no Okage-odori 
Aki Matsuri,Kizu Mikoshi Matsuri

Hakusan Jinja
Okada Kuni Jinja, Goryo Jinja, Tanaka Jinja

・ ・

Mushi Okuri
Jizo Matsuri 

Tsubai in Yamashiro-cho
Senkyoji

Gyoujya Matsuri
Mushi Okuri

Jyoruriji
Kizu Kaseyama

Tora Shou Shou Kaseyama Fudo

Kani Kuyou Houjyoue Kanimanji

Shourai Odori Kamikoma in Yamashiro-cho

February

April

June

July

August

September

October

December



Kizugawa City Hall

Kizugawa City Tourism AssociationKizugawa City Tourism Association

Kizugawa City Map

Joruriji Temple
Gansenji Temple

Kaijyusenji Temple

Kanimanji Temple

Jindoji Temple

Kunikyuseki
(Yamashiro Kokubunji Ato)

Tono Sekibutsu No Sato

Kizugawa City

By train 铁道 By car

Kizugawa City Tourism Association

自驾游

一般社团法人 木津川市观光协会
Nara Station     Kizu Station
Approx. 9 minutes

Kyoto Station     Kizu Station
Approx. 35 minutes

Osaka Station     Kizu Station
Approx. 60 minutes

Nara Station     Kamo
Approx. 30 minutes

Kyoto Station     Kizu Interchange
Approx. 35 minutes

Osaka Station     Kizugawa City
Approx. 50 minutes

2F, Garden Mall Kizugawa,
1-1-1 Kunimidai, Kizugawa City 619-0216


